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ABSTRACT 
We study the family of positive definite Hermitian matrices of the form 
(ets/zerAets/z)l/t for t > 0, where A and B are Hermitian. In particular, we show 
that the above matrix family converges to a limit when t + ~0. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let M, be the algebra of n X n complex-valued matrices. For F E M, 
denote by 
C,(F) E M(F) 
the k th compound of F. That is, the entries of C,(F) are all k X k minors of 
F. The row and the column of a specific k X k minor of F in C,(F) are 
determined by the lexicographical order on the corresponding k rows and 
columns which determine this minor. As usual, let p(F) be the spectral 
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radius of F. Let H, c M, be the real subspace of Hermitian matrices. Note 
that 
A E H, implies C,( A) E Hte,. 
Assume that A E H,,. Let (pi > a.. > a,, be the eigenvalues of A arranged 
in decreasing order. Set tr, A = Xji=i crj to be the ith partial trace of a 
Hermitian matrix A. Thus, tr A = tr n A. For 2 < k < n and 1 f i < ; 
0 
let 
tr,!k’ A = tr* C,(A). In particular, we let trek) A = tr C,(A) and tr,(‘) A = 
tr, A. Finally note that trcn) A = tr$“) A = det A. 
For t > 0, let M(t) denote the positive definite Hermitian matrix 
(e *B~ze*Ae*B~2)‘~*, where A and B are Hermitian matrices. In this paper 
we study the monotonicity of partial traces of trJk) M(t) as a function of 
t. We recall some known facts about tr, ck) M(t). First note that det M(t) = 
et’cA+*) is always a constant. Second, in [l] it is proved that trlk) M(t) is an 
increasing function of t. In [3] it is shown that tr M(t) is an increasing 
function of t. Using the Lie product formula lim, ~ ,, M(t) = e A+B, one 
obtains the Golden-Thompson inequality tr e *+ * < tr(e *e * >. In [7] and [B] it 
is proved that tr e A+ * = tr(eAeB) iff AB = BA. According to a referee’s 
remark the condition for the equality can be easily deduced from the original 
arguments of Golden [2]. 
We now summarize briefly our results. In the next section we show that 
the function tr!k) M(t) is always increasing. In Section 3, we characterize 
the situations when these functions are not strictly increasing. Section 4 is 
devoted to proving the existence of lim, -la M(t). This result follows from a 
more general theorem. 
2. ON THE FUNCTION trjk) M(t) 
In this paper we shall always assume that A, B E H,. As usual, let B > A 
iff B - A is nonnegative definite. Assume that xi,. . . , xn is an orthonormal 
system of eigenvectors of A corresponding to the eigenvalues (pi, . . . , CY,: 
Ax” = aixi, i = 1, . . ., n, (xj)*x” = Sij, i, j = l,..., n. 
Recall that for f : R + R, f(A) = c:=, ~(cz~)x~(x~)*. In particular, if f is 
the characteristic function of (0, a), i.e., f(x) = 0 for x < 0 and f(x) = 1 for 
x > 0, then P+(A) = f( A) is the projection of A on its positive spectrum. 
We now recall some well-known results on the wedge product and the 
compound matrices; see for example, [5]. First note that for any F E M,, in 
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the wedge notation 
C,(F) = F A ..a A F E MC;). 
Moreover, for A E H,, the ; 
0 
eigenvalues and orthonormal eigenvectors of 
C,(A) are 
‘k( A)ril * ... A Xit = a!( **- (YikXi, A 0.. A Xik, 1 
l,<i,< 0.. < i, < 72. 
Assume furthermore that A > 0. It then follows that C,(A) > 0. In particu- 
lar, the first (maximal) eigenvalue and the second eigenvalue of Ck( A) are 
(Yi ... cxk and cyi em* c~~_ia~+i respectively. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A, B E H,. Set M(t) = (etB/zetAetB/z)i/t > 0, t > 
0. Then for 1 < k < n, 1 < i < L 
0 
the function tr!k) M(t) increases on 
(0, a). 
Proof. We first prove that trik) M(t) increases. As 
tA IB _ e e -e -tB/2 (e 
tB/SetAetB/2 tB/2 
)e ’ 
we deduce M(tjt and etAetB have the same eigenvalues A,(t) 2 .‘* > 
A,(t) > 0. In particular 
tlogtrjk)M(t) = logfi$(t) =fk(t). 
j=l 
(2.2) 
According to [l, Corollary lo] the function _fk(t)/t increases on (0, m>. 
Hence, trik) M(t) is an increasing function. We now prove that tr, M(t) 
increases on (0,~). Let ol(t) > -*- > w,(t) > 0 be the eigenvalues of 
M(t). Hence, tr, (k) M(t) = w,(t)- w,(t) As trik) M(t) increases on (0, w), . 
it follows that 
dt1) **. Uk(fl) G dt2) --* wk(t,), k = l,...,n - 1, 
(2.3) 
4tJ -*. w,(tl) = col(t2) **a w,(t2) = e’T(A+B), 0 < t, < t,. 
We now claim that the above inequalities for k = 1, . . _ , i, imply 
tr, M(t,) = i wj(tl) =G tri M(t,) = i wj(tz). 
j=1 j=1 
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Moreover, tr, M(t,) = tri M(t,) iff am = wk(t2), k = 1,. . . , i. Indeed, 
consider first the case i = n. It then follows that the vector u = (log 
O&1,. . . , log o,(t,)) is majorized by the vector o = (log w,(t,), . . . , 
log o,hJ>, i.e., u 4 O. (See the modern treatise of [6] on the subject of 
majorization.) As ex is a convex function, the classical inequality due to 
Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya yields the inequality tr M(t,) < tr M(t,). As e* 
is strictly convex, 
j=l 
it follows that the equality holds iff wj(t,I = o,(t,), 
, . . . , n. Let i < n. Set 
Hence, 
(log q( t1) 1 . * * Jog q(t,)) -c (log ~l(t,),...Jog ~i-~(t,),log~,). 
AS eX is a strictly convex function, we obtain that tr, M(t,) < tri_i M(t,) + 
a, < tri M(t,). The equality tr, M(t,) = tri M(t,) holds iff wj(tl) = wj(t2>, 
j=l ,...,i. We now show that tri (k) M(t) increases on (0, w). First, recall 
that for any F E M, we have the identity Ck(etF> = etDkcF). Here 
is the additive kth compound of F. That is, 
D,(F) =&,(I + tF) . 
t=o 
In particular, 
A E H, implies Dk( A) E H 
(3’ 
The multiplicativity property of the compound [C,(FG) = C,(F)C,(G), 
F,G E M,] yields 
We thus can take the tth root of the above identity. Recall our remarks about 
the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the compound matrices of C E H, 
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and f(C) to deduce the identity 
c,( qt)) = jqt) = ( etDt(B)/zefD~(A)etD~(B)/z)l’f. (2.4) 
As tr!k) M(t) = tr. M,(t), we deduce that trlk) M(t) increases on (0 2 m> > . n 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then: 
(i> E,(M(t)) is increasing on (0, m), where E,(v) is the p th elementary 
symmetric function on the eigenvalues of M(t). 
(ii) For any unitarily invariant norm II +I(, (i.e., l[UFvII = llF/l for all 
unitary U, V, and F E M,), 1) M(t)11 is increasing. 
(iii) tiJk) eA+B < trJk)(eAeB). I 
Proof. (i): E,(M(t)) = tr(p) M(t). 
(ii): Since M(t) is a Hermitian positive definite matrix, its eigenvalues and 
singular values are the same. By Theorem 2.1, 1) M(t)11 is increasing for all Ky 
Fan k-norms and so for all unitarity invariant norms. 
(iii): For 0 < t < 1, trlk) M(t) < trjk) M(1) = trik)(eAeB). Then the 
result follows from the Lie product formula. n 
3. THE EQUALITY CASE 
In this section we characterize the situation when trlk’ M(t) is not strictly 
increasing. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Assume that 
tr, M(t) is constant on a nontrivial interval [tl, t2]. Then there exists a 
unitary matrix U such that 
U*AU = Diag(a,,...,a,) @A,, U*BU = Diag(b,,...,b{) @ B,. 
(3.2) 
Furthermore, the first i eigenvalues of M(t) on the interval (0, t2] are eajibj, 
j=l a**.> i. In particular, on (0, tz], 
tr, M(t) = i ea~‘b~. 
j=l 
(3.3) 
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Proof. Let o,(t) 2 ... > w,(t) > 0 and h,(t) > ..* > h,(t) > 0 be 
the eigenvalues of M(t) and M(t)’ respectively. We prove the theorem 
by the induction on i. Assume that i = 1. Theorem 7 in [l] yields that if 
log A,(t,) = log A,&), 0 < t, < t,, then there exists a unit vector x such 
that AX = ax, Bx = bx, and log h,(t) = (a + bh, t, < t 6 t,. Next note 
that eafb 1s always an eigenvalue of M(t). Thus, w,(t) > ea+b = o,(t,). As 
w,(t) = tr, M(t) is an increasing function, we deduce that w,(t) = en+h, 
0 < t < t,, as we claimed. 
Suppose that 1 < i < n, and assume that the theorem holds for i - 1. 
Assume that tri M(t) is constant on [tl, tz]. From the proof of Theorem 
2.1 it follows that the equality tr, M(t,) = tr, M(t,) implies u,(t,) = 
q(t,), . . . , q(tl) = u,(t2). Hence, tr,_r M(t,) = tri_, AI( By the induc- 
tion assumption tr,_ 1 M(t) is constant on (0, tz]. Furthermore, there exists a 
unitary matrix V such that 
V*AV= Diag(a,,...,ai_l) $ C, 
V*BV= Diag(b,,...,bj_,) @D, 
i-l 
tr,_, M(t) = C en~+b~. 
j=l 
Hence u,(t) = p((eDt’2eCfeDt’2)“t) on [tl, tz]. Apply our argument for 
i = 1 to Hermitian matrices C and D, to deduce the existence of a unitary 
matrix W such that W*CW = a, @ A,, W*DW = bj @ B,, and w,(t) = 
ea~fb~ on (0, iz]. Let U be the unitary matrix V(Z,_ 1 CB W >, and our theorem 
follows. n 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) h-M(t) is not strictly increasing. 
(ii) tr M(t) is constant. 
(iii) treAfB = tr(eAeB). 
(iv) AB = BA. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then 
tr!“){ M(t) is not strictly increasing iff there exists a unita y matrix U such 
&at U*D,(A)U = Diag(u, ,..., ai) A,, U*D,(B)U = Diag(bl, . . ., bi) @ 
B,, and p(eAlt”eBlto)l/to < min,,,,, ea~tb~ for some t, > 0. In purticu- 
lar tr!k) eA+B = trik)(eAeB) ifl there exists a unitary matrix U such that 
U’D,tA)r! = Diag(ar,. . ., a,) @ A,, U*D,(Z?)U = Diag(b,, . .., bi) 63 B,, 
and p(eAleBl) < min,, rGi eay+br. 
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The disadvantage of Corollary 3.5 is that its conditions are stated in terms 
of the additive adjoints Q(A), D,(B) rather than in terms of the original 
matrices A, B. It would be desirable to restate the results of Corollary 3.5 
in terms of A, B. (It seems that the conditions involve common invariant 
subspaces of A and B.) As an example we claim: 
THEOREM 3.6. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Assume that 
1 < k < n. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) TV- M(t) is not strictly increasing. 
(ii) trek) M(t) is constant. 
(iii) tr(k)eA+B = trck’(eAeB). 
(iv) AB = BA. 
The proof of this theorem follows from Corollary 3.5 and the following 
lemma: 
LEMMA 3.7. Let F, G E M, be diagonable matrices with positive eigen- 
values. Assume that 1 < k < n. Then C,(F) = C,(G) ifl F = G. In partic+ 
lar, for any A, B E H, one has Ck(eAeB) = Ck(eBeA> ifAB = BA. 
Proof. Assume that F is a diagonable matrix with the eigenvalues 
hi z ... > h, > 0. W.1.o.g. we may assume that F = Diag(h,, . . . , A,). 
Let xi = (&, . . . , 6in)T, i = 1, . . . , n, be the standard basis in C”. 
Thus xiL A *.. A xit, 1 < i, < .** < i, < n, is an eigenvector of C,(F) = 
C,(G). That is, 
Ck(G)xil * ..- A xik = Gxil A 0.. A Gxik = hiI ... hikxi, A ‘-. A xik, 
l<i,< **a < i, < 72. (3.8) 
As all the eigenvalues of F are positive, the right-hand side of (32.8) is not 
equal to zero. Recall that to each k-dimensional subspace of W c C” there 
corresponds a point in the Grassmanian g,, k which is determined by the 
one-dimensional linear subspace spanned by bi A **a A yk, where yi, ..a, yk 
is any basis in W. Comparing the last two terms of the above equality, 
we deduce that G span{xi,, . . . , xi,} = span{x,,, . . . , xi,}. Intersect the above 
invariant subspaces to deduce that every one-dimensional subspace span{rJ 
is an invariant subspace of G. Thus, Gxj = pi xi, i = 1, . . . , n, for some 
pi > 0. The assumption that C,(F) = C,(G) means that 
C log hj = C log pi, S c (1,. . . , n), card S = k. (3.9) 
jES jE.S 
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It is left to show that the above conditions for all such S imply that 
hi = /Li, i = l,..., n. Summing all equalities in (3.9), we deduce 
klogAj= tlogpj. 
j=l j=I 
For f=ed 1 < i < n, by summing all equalities in (3.9) with S containing i, 
we obtain 
Hence we deduce that log hi = log /_Q and so hi = pi. 
Let A, B E H,, F = e e , * B G = eBe A. Thus F, G are two diagonable 
matrices with positive eigenvalues. According to our results, Ck(eAe6) = 
Ck(eBeA) implies eAeB = eBeA. That is eA, eB have a joint system of 
orthonormal systems of eigenvectors. Hence A, B have the same joint system 
of orthonormal vectors, i.e., AB = BA. m 
We conclude this section with an explicit example of A, B E H,, n > 2, 
with tr, M(t) constant exactly on the interval (0,~). Assume that C, D E H, _ 1 
and C, D do not have a common eige?vector. Set k?(t) = (etD/zetCefD/2)1/t. 
Then Theorem 3.1 imp@ that tr, M(t) strictly increases on (0, a>. For r > 
0 let a + b = logtr, M(r). Set A = Diag(a> @ C, B = Diag(b) @ D. It 
now follows that 
tr, M(t) = tr, G(r), t E (0, T], tr, M(t) = tr, G(t), t E (~,a). 
4. LIMIT MATRICES 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 0 # A,, . . . , A, E H,, rl > ... > r, E R. ASSWW 
that 
A(t) = E erztAj >, 0 Vt > t, > 1. 
i=l 
(4.2) 
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Then lim,,, A(t>l/ t = A > 0. Moreover, the maximal eigenvalue of A is 
e’l, and its multiplicity is rank A,. Furthermore, the orthonormal set of eigen- 
vectors corresponding to e rl are rank A, eigenvectors of A, corresponding to 
its positive eigenvalues. 
Proof. In what follows we shall assume that t > t,, and no ambiguity 
will arise. Set 0 Q L(t) = [ A(t)Il Let K = maxl& i c m p( Ai). It then 
follows that A(t) < e’l’mZU. Hence, L(t) < e’l(mK)l/fZ. Thus, L(t) is 
uniformly bounded on [to, m>. Let ti be & set of limit points of L(t) 
as t -+ a. We need to show that & consists of one point A. The above 
inequality shows that JJ? < e’ll, i.e. A Q e”l, A ES? As A, = lim, -)?D 
e-‘ltA(t), we deduce that A, > 0. The assumption that A, # 0 implies that 
P+( A,), the projection of A, on its positive eigenvalues, has rank equal to 
1, = rank A, > 1. Let (Y, > a2 2 **e > (Y[, > 0 be the I, positive eigenval- 
ues of A,. Thus, the I, largest eigenvalues of e-‘ltA(t) are of the form 
(Y~ + ei(t), lim, Ju e,(t) = 0, i = 1,. . . , I,. The corresponding Z, eigenvec- 
tors of A(t) converge to the 1, eigenvectors of A, corresponding to its 
positive eigenvalues. See for example [4]. It then follows that e’lP+(A1) <ti, 
i.e. e’lP+(A,) < A, A EL& We thus have shown 
e’lP+( A,) < A < e’ll, A E&‘. (4.3) 
Hence, erl is the maximal eigenvalue for every A E& of multiplicity I, at 
least. In particular, if 1, = n we deduce from (4.3) that & = {e’lZ} and we 
proved the theorem in this case. We now assume that 1 < I, < n. Observe 
next that for 1 < k < n either C,( A(t)) = 0 or 
c,(A(t)) = Ak( t) = c e'L3tAk,i > 0, t >t,, 
i=l 
A,,i E HGj, i = l,..., mk, 24k,l # 0, rk,l > ‘-- > rk,m,, 
rk I Q kr,. (4.4) 
Furthermore, each rk,i is equal to rj, + ..a +Q 1 <j, (j, Q ..a -(j, < m. 
As Ck(A,) f 0 for 1 =G k =G 1, and Ck( A,) = 0 for k > l,, we deduce that 
Tk,l = kr,, k = l,..., I,, rk,, < kr,, k > 1,. (4.5) 
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In particular, A,(t) # 0 for 1 6 k < I,. Let L,(t) = Ak(t)‘lf. As in Section 
2, we observe that L,(t) = C,(L(t)). From the above arguments we deduce 
that the limit set of L,(t) when t -+ 03 is the set B$ = {C,(A), A E&}. Let 
k, = 1, + 1. If A,(t) = &l(t) = 0, we get that z$, = (0). That is, M = 
{e’lP+(A,)), and the theorem is established in this case. 
Assume that we have (4.4) for k = k,. We now apply (4.3) to the matrix 
function L,l(t) to deduce that 
erkl,lP+ (A,,, 1) Q C,( A) < eQl,‘Z, A ~cd. (4.6) 
As ‘k,,l < klr,, we deduce that erl is an eigenvalue of multiplicity 1, exactly 
for any A EM. Apply th. IS argument to the matrix family A,l(t) to deduce 
that e”1.I is an eigenvahie of multiplicity 1, = rank Ak,,l of any CkI( A), 
A E&. This is equivalent to the claim that the 1, + 1, . . . ,2, + 1, eigenvalues 
of any A EM are equal to e ‘kl,l-‘~‘~ < e’*. Furthermore, the eigenspace of 
each C,(A), A E zZ’, corresponding to e QI,L is the fixed eigenspace spanned 
by the eigenvectors of AkI, 1 corresponding to its positive eigenvalues. This is 
equivalent to the claim that the &,-dimensional subspace corresponding to the 
eigenvalue e”l,l-‘lrL corresponding to any A E& is fixed, i.e. does not 
depend on A. If 1, + I, = n, the theorem is proved. Otherwise, set k, = k, 
+ 1, and continue as before. The above process stops, which proves that JV 
consists of exactly one point. n 
Let A, B,, . . . , B, f H,. Set 
C,(t) = etA, Cj(t) = e’Bj/2Cj_le’Bj/2, j = 1,. . . , p. 
Obviously, each Cj is a strictly positive definite hermitian matrix. As C,(t) 
and etBj have the expansions (4.2), it follows that each Cj(t>, j = 1,. . . , p, 
has the expansion (4.2). Finally, note that 
&t[ Cp( t)1’t] = e’rA+~~trB~. 
Theorem 4.1 yields 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let A, B,, . . . , B, E H,. Then lim,,,(etBp12 *.* 
eta,/2etAets,/2 ,.. ets,/2)Vt exists and is a strictly positive definite matrix. 
Let L(t) be the matrix given in Corollary 4.7. For p = 1 we showed that 
trik) L(t) is an increasing function on (0, m). It is of interest to know if this is 
the case for p > 1. Alternatively, are there nontrivial examples (i.e., B,, . . . , 
B, do not pairwise commute) such that tr{k) L(t) increases on (0, co)? 
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Let A, B E H,. We now give the explicit formulas to compute the 
eigenvalues of the limit matrix C = lim, ~ m M(t). Set 
A = U Diag(a, ,..., a,) U*, B = V Diag( P1 ,..., &)V*, 
u = (UI,...>U”), v= (q,...,qJ, u*u = v*v = I, 
e tA = U Diag(eatf,...,e”nt)U*, 
et’/’ = V Diag( e Pit/z,. . . , e LW) V*. (4.8) 
Let 
k 
dk = max c ai, + pjr :detW(i,j) # 0, 
r=l 
i = (il < . . . < ik), j = (j, < *-* <jk) ) 
i 
w = UT, l<k<n, d, = 0. (4.9) 
LEMMA 4.10. Let A, B E H, be of the form (4.8). Assume that d, is 
defined by (4.9). Then 
Iv~ui,12ed1t ,< p( etBizetAetB/‘) Q nedIt, 
where d, = CY~, + pjO. 
Proof. Note that etA = C:= 1 enituiu:. For any vector y: 
y*etAy = 2 e~Jy* 
?I 
u,uT y = C eaifl y*ui12 2 eadl y*uJ2. 
i=l i=l 
In particular, if y = etBi20j0 = e@/2~j0, then 
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For any unit vector x, 
Hence 
x*etB/2etAetB/2x = i eait)u~etB/2r~2 < ned~ta n 
i=l 
THEOREM 4.11. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Denote by 
o,(t) > -** > w,(t) > 0 the eigenvalues of M(t). Assume that d,, . . . , d, 
are defined by (4.9). Then lim,,, ok(t) = edkedk-i, k = 1,. . . , n. 
Proof. From Lemma 4.10, we have 
By letting t -+ 00, we obtain 
lim ml(t) = ed1. 
t-tm 
Next we apply this result to the Hermitian matrices Dk( A) and D,(B) to 
obtain 
lim al(t) *-- c+(t) = edk. 
t+m 
The above equalities for k = 1,. . . , n imply the theorem. n 
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